NOTICE INVITING QUOTATIONS

Date: 08-02-2013

Sub: NIQ for “Touch Screen Monitors with pen and tablet 24”

Sealed quotations in separate envelopes of technical and commercial bids are invited for purchase of “Touch Screen Monitors with pen and tablet 24”. Your sealed quotation should reach latest by 5 PM on February 28, 2013 to Sumer Singh, Assistant Professor, Instrument Design Development Centre, Indian Institute of Technology - Delhi, Hauz Khas, New Delhi - 110016.

Your quotation should be superscripted “Quotation for Touch Screen Monitors with pen and tablet 24”.

Technical Specification of Touch Screen Monitors with pen and tablet 24” are as follows:

**LCD Display:**
- Screen size: 24.1-inch
- Screen resolution: WUXGA (1920 x 1200) Pixel
- Color depth: 16.77 million colors
- Color management: ICC profile, 6500° K white point default
- Color management control: DDC/CI
- Contrast ratio: 550:1
- Maximum Brightness (cd/m²): 190
- Viewing angle (horizontal / vertical): 178° / 178°
- Video interface: DVI-I video-in

**Pen and Tablet:**
- Battery-free & cordless pen: Yes
- Pen pressure levels: 2048 levels
- Customizable pen buttons: 2 side switches
- Eraser on back tip of Pen: Yes
- Tablet resolution: 5080 lpi
- Tablet buttons: 16 user-customizable buttons (8 per side)

**General:**
- Adjustable stand (incline from vertical): 30° to 80°

**Other:**
- OS compatibility: Windows 7 / Vista / XP / 2000, Macintosh OS X 10.4.1 or Later
- Power supply input: AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
- Warranty: One year
- Premium Extended Warranty: Three Years
- Pressure to activate the pen: 0.29 newton,
- 3 Standard nib, 3 felt nib, 1 stroke nib should be extra with this product
- Vendor Should be Authorised from OEM to deal in this product and one copy of Authorisation letter should be with quotation.
- Tilt Sensitivity should be +/- 60 degree

INSTRUMENT DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
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